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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the systems of reaction-diffusion equations 
i 
++f(eJ)=O 
! $zLle+g(e,s)=O in Q x [0, + 00 ) 
with boundary conditions 
i 
4x2 =p 
e Ix2 = 4 
in ai x [O, + CC) 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
and initial conditions 
s(0) = sg 
e(0) = e, 
(1.3) 
where s and e are the concentrations of reacting substances, f and g are 
their reaction rates and c1 and fi are the diffusion coefficients of s and e, 
respectively. 
Recently Kahne [6] analyzed equations of this type for gas-liquid reac- 
tion models and showed the convergence of solutions as t -+ +cc to a 
stationary solution by using the method of monotone sequences, and 
Bobisod extended his results in [4] and applied them to polymer for- 
mation models. In [ 111 Pao also analyzed other types of reactiondiffusion 
systems. The purpose of this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior of 
solutions of these systems. First we show convergence of solutions as 
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t -+ +oo when the boundary values converge in some sense. We need an 
assumption on the relation between Lipschitz constants of reaction rate 
functions f, g and diffusion constants 
a,pI > (L + Ml2 
4 ’ (1.4) 
which is weaker than that in [9] 
(1.5) 
where L and A4 are Lipschitz constants off and g, respectively, and LX’, CC, 
/3’, /I” are constants which are obtained by regularizing the diffusion coef- 
ficients CY and fl with respect to the dimension N and size d of the domain, 
i.e., a’ = 2Nc1/(2N + d*), cl” = 2Nc1/(4N + d*) ,.... 
Under the same assumption (1.4) we next study the transmission of 
oscillations from the boundary into the domain. When the boundary value 
functions are asymptotically almost periodic (abr. a.a.p.), we show the 
solutions are, too. Oscillatory transmission problems are very important as 
models for biological clocks and other oscillatory phenomena. (See 
[2, lo].) In either, the convergence case or the oscillatory case, we can see 
that the product cc’b’ has an important role to play in the transmission of 
changes from the boundary into the domain. 
In Section 2 we show the convergence of solutions of system (1.1 )-( 1.3) 
and in Section 3 we discuss the a.a.p. of solutions. In Section 4 we study the 
Michaelis-Menten type reaction case which is important as a process in 
metabolism [3, 111 and we also consider the models which were studied by 
Kahne in chemical engineering or by Kernevez [7] in biochemistry. 
2. CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
First we consider a convergence theorem for the system (l.lk(1.3). 
Throughout this paper we assume that there exists a pair of solutions (s, e) 
of the system (l.l)-(1.3) in [L”(R+: L”(s2))n W,,,(R+)]*, where 
q5 E W,,,(R + ) means that q5 E IV(t,, t2) for every bounded interval 
(t,, ~*)cR and 
W(tl, t*)= {qk L2(ll, r,: H’(Q)), qk L2(t,, t,: [H’(SZ)]‘)). 
Let Q be a bounded open subset of RN with the sufficiently smooth boun- 
dary r and diameter(Q) = d. We mainly use the Sobolev spaces HA(Q), 
L*(Q) and H-‘(a) and their norms are denoted by 11 11, 1 I and 11 I]*, 
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respectively. Denote by ( ., .) the dual pairing between HA(Q) and H ‘($2) 
and (., .) the inner product in L’(Q). 
In the system (1.1 )-( 1.3), let f( ., .) and g( ., .) be real-valued functions 
defined on R* which satisfy the following conditions (I) to (III). Let p(‘, .) 
and q( ., . ) be real valued functions defined on TX R and assumed to 
satisfy condition (IV) and CI, p be positive constants assumed to satisfy (V). 
(I) f( ., .) and g( ., . ) are jointly continuous and there exist real valued 
functions I, m defined on R which are bounded on each compact set in R 
and satisfy 
Lou, u) -Au’, VII G 40) 124 - 4, 
Ig(u, u)-g(u, o’)l <m(u)Iu-u’l for VU, U’U, U’E R. (2.1) 
Note that there exist constants L, A4 > 0 such that 
4r1) Q L m(r2) < M (2.2) 
for every rl, r2 E R: (rl ) G esssup Is(x, t)l, 
XER,~ER+ 
Ir, I G esssup e(x, t)l. 
xeR,feR+ 
(II) There exist real-valued functions C,, C,: R -+ R+ which are 
bounded on each compact set in R and satisfy 
If(% 011 d C,(u)(l + Iul), 
Id% 011 < C,(u)(l + lul) 
(2.3) 
for every u, u E R. 
(III) f(u, .) and g( ., u) are monotone for each U, u E R. 
(IV) There exist @, YE L"(R+: L”(S;Z))n L&(R+: H'(O)); 
@lr=P, Ylr=4, 
a@ ay --,--EL:,,(R+:L~(~~)). at at 
@J/j’ > (L + w2 
4 
where CI’ = 2Ncz/( 2N + d*) and /I’ = 2Nb/( 2N + d2). 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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THEOREM 1. Under the hypotheses from (I) to (V), if in addition 
Q(t) -+ 00, P(t) + yo strongly in H*(Q), 
a@+@ YY 
at l’ at ’ 
strongly in L’(Q) as t + +oo, 
then the solution (s, e) of the system (l.lb(1.3) is stronglv convergent in 
P(!2) x L*(Q). 
Proof For the sake of simplicity, put I’= H;(sZ) x H#2), 
H = L2(Q) x L’(Q), 
4t,=(;)=(;:Jy 
( 
-aLlz+f(y+ Y(t),z+@(t)) 
A(t)u= -bdy+g(y+ cy(t),z+@(t)) ’ ) 
and 
h= 
Denote the dual pairing between V and I/’ by (., . ) y and the ordinary 
inner product in H by (+, .)H and so on. Then the system (1.1~( 1.3) is 
described by the following equation: 
du 
--$A(t)u=h, zo u(O)=uo= 
0 Yo 
(2.6) 
For given t,, t, E R +, we consider 
c f (4trJ - u(t,)), u(L) - u(L) Y 
+ <at,) 4tJ - Ntm) u(LA 4tJ - u(tm)> v 
= (h(t,) - h(t,), dt,) - u(t,)> v. 
By using the hypotheses (I), (III), we have 
- <4&t) u(t,) - at,) 4LA 44J - u(t,)> v 
G -~IV(z(t,)--z(t,))12--BIV(y(t,)-Y(tm))12 
+ (L + WY(L) -y(tJ Iz(t,) -4L)l 
(2.7) 
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We also have 
(h(trJ -h(f,), 4&J - 4LJ)H 
The hypothesis (V) and PoincarC’s inequality imply that 
-GIIV(Z(t,)--Z(t,))l’-- IV(Y(~n)-Y(LJ)l’ 
+ CL + w Iz(trJ - 4tm) I I .J4t,I -Af,)l 
d -~{l=(cz-~un?v+ IYk-Y(&J12f 
where 6 > 0 is small enough. Thus it follows from the boundedness of 
solutions that 
6 K 
i 
I@(f,)- @(t,)l + I Wt,) - Y’(t,)l 
+ lW@(bJ - @(f,))l + IBawL) - Y’(f,))l 
-J14tn)-4t,)lX, K> 0. 
Therefore, for any E > 0, there exists to b 0; if t,, t, B t,,, 
~lu~t+f.,)--U(f+l,)l~+6iu(f+r,)-u(ltf,,)i~~C (2.8) 
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for every t E R +. Thus we have 
Since lu(t,) - u( t,)l H is bounded, we can choose t, > 0; 
e-6r Iu(tn)-u(tm)l$<E if t<t,. 
Hence we obtained that, if t,, t, > to, 
lu(t+t,)-u(t+t,)lZ,< I+$ s 
( ) 
for every t > t, , 
which implies the strong convergence of the solution (s(t), e(t)) in 
L2(f2) x L2(Q) as t -+ +co. 
Next we show the convergence of solutions to a stationary solution. 
THEOREM 2. Under the same assumptions in Theorem 1, assume in 
addition that G1 = Y, =0 and there exists a solution (j, C) in 
[H2(Q) n L”(Q)12 of the following system in equilibrium: 
-ads* +f( 6, 3) = 0, s*lr= @oln 
-pLie + g(& s*) = 0, 8lr= Y”IF? 
then (s, e) converges to (s*, c?) strongly in L2(Q) x L*(Q) as t--t +co. 
(2.9) 
Remark 1. If there exists a solution (s*, 6) of the system (2.9), it is uni- 
que. In fact, let (sI, e,) and (s2, e2) be two solutions of (2.9), then by using 
the monotonicity off and g and (V), we have 
O>a’Is,-sz12-(L+M)/s,-s211e,-ee,I+fl’le,-e212 
>6{ls,-~~(~+/e,-e~I’}. 
Thus s, =sz and e, = e2. 
Proof. Define 
a=(;)=(;::). 
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Instead of the equation (2.7) we have 
( -$u(r)-l).u(r)-li) +(A(t)u(t)--(t)li,u(t)-li),, C’ (2.10) 
= (h(t)-A(l)& u(t)-d)).. 
By the hypotheses (I), (V), we have 
-(A(t)u(t)-z2,u(t)-i2).6 -s{Iz(t)--i12+IY(t)-P12) 
and since A(t) li in L2(Q) x L2(sZ), we have 
(h(t) - A(t) 22, u(t) - a), 
6 ~(I)-adO(t)-adz+f(9+Y(z),d+6(t)) Iz(t)-‘21 
+ $(I)-BdY(l)-pdp+g(P+ !?qr),i+@(t)) [y(t)-PI. 
By the assumptions of Theorem 1, i + Q(t) + 5 and j + Y(t) --* 4 in H2(Q) 
as t + + cc and we know that f( ., 9 ) and g( ., . ) are continuous from 
L2(s2) x L’(Q) into L2(51) by the well-known theorem of Krasnosel’skii 
[S]. Thus we obtain 
f(P -t- Vt), z^ + @(I)) +f(C $1 
d.6 + Vl), .2 + Q(f)) -+ g(4 J) inL2(SZ)ast+ +co. 
Since lz( t) - 1) and Iv(t) - 91 are bounded, for arbitrarily given E > 0, there 
exists t, z 0 such that 
; IU(t)-lil2,+s (u(t)-lil2,<E if t>t,. 
So we can complete the proof by using the same method as the proof in 
Theorem 1. 
Remark 2. In [9] we proved the strong convergence of (s, e) to a 
stationary solution under the assumptions that f and g are Lipschitz con- 
tinuous and 
cl,,p” > (L + w2 
4 
(2.11) 
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where a” = 2Na/(4N + dz) and p” = 2N/?/(4N + 8) when 
a@ - 
at 
-+o 50 
’ at in H-‘(Q) as t + +co. 
The convergence of (s, e) is obtained under the weaker assumptions for the 
convergence of boundary functions when the assumptions for the product 
of diffusion parameters become stronger. This result shows that the product 
of diffusion parameters plays an important role in the convergence of 
solutions. 
3. ASYMPTOTICALLY ALMOST PERIODICITY 
We start from some definitions of asymptotically almost periodic (a.a.p.) 
([l, 121). Let u(t) be a continuous vector-valued function defined on 
co, +a). 
DEFINITION 1. u(t) is said to be asymptotically almost periodic if it is a 
sum of a continuous almost periodic function a(t) and a continuous 
function b(t) defined on [0, + co) which tends to zero as t -+ +co, that is, 
u(t)=a(t)+b(t). 
It is known that Definition 1 is equivalent to the following Definition 2. 
DEFINITION 2. u(t) is said to be a.a.p. if for any sequence {t,} such that 
t, > 0, t, + +cc as n + +co, we can select a subsequence (t,} such that 
u( t + t,,) converges uniformly for t E R+. 
Now we shall show the a.a.p. of the solution of system (l.lt( 1.3) when 
a.a.p. perturbations are given on the boundary. 
THEOREM 3. We assume the hypotheses from (I) to (V) in section 2. rf@, 
!P are a.a.p. in H’(Q) and a@/&, aY/Ylat are a.a.p. in L*(Q), then the solution 
(s, e) of the system (l.lb(1.3) is a.a.p. in [L’(O)]‘. 
ProoJ For an arbitrarily given sequence {t,}; t, > 0, t, --f +cc as 
n + +co, we can extract subsequence { &,} such that (@(t + t,), 
d@(t + t,), (a@/at)(t + t,)) and (Y(t + t,), dY(t + t,), (iW/at)(t + tn,)) are 
strongly convergent in [L2(Q)13 uniformly for t E R+. Then by using the 
method in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain that for any E > 0, there exists 
t, > 0 such that, if t,, t,. > to, 
lu(t+t,)--u(t+t”,.)l,~E for Vt 2 tl. 
409/109/l-16 
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Since 1, is determined by E solely, it follows that there exists t2 = t, + t, 
such that, if t,,, t,. > t,, 
lu(t+t,)--u(t+t,,.)l,6E forVtER+, 
that is, z(t + t,,) and y(t + t,,) converge strongly in L2(Q) uniformly for 
tE R+. This proves that (s(t + t,), e(t + tn,)) converges strongly in 
[L*(a)]*, uniformly for t E R+. 
Remark 3. We can obtain similar results in the convergence case 
respecting the diffusion parameters and Lipschitz constants L, M. Iffand g 
are Lipschitz continuous and the inequality (2.10) is satisfied, the system 
(l.l)-( 1.3) in the extended domain (- co, + co) without initial conditions 
can be reduced to the system (2.6) in (- co, + co). By applying Theorem 1 
in [lo] we can show that (s, e) is a.p. in L2(Q) x L’(Q) if @ and Y are a.p. 
in H’(Q) and a@/&, dY/at are a.p. in H-‘(Q). In view of Remark 2 we can 
say that the transmission of the changes through the boundary into the 
domain becomes easier when the product of diffusion parameters become 
larger. 
4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. First we investigate the models which were considered in 
the works of Kernevez [7] or Banks [3] for the purpose of understanding 
“active transport” models. We consider the following equations 
Las . (T,s+ 
1 
&-“““+““1 +rl,e+ +s+ -X2’ 
02e+ 
1 +q2e+ 
=o 
+k+X2. 1 ;;;+ -X1’ Ols+ 
(4.1) 
=o 
2 1 +v,e+ +s+ 
where X,(X), i= 1, 2, are characteristic functions of the subsets of the 
domain and rr,, q,, i = 1, 2, are positive chemical constants. In the 
hypothesis (I) L = y~r CJ, + c2 and A4 = (or and hence, if 
((1+~l)CQ+C2)2<4U’/3’ 
the hypothesis (V) is satisfied. 
(4.2) 
EXAMPLE 2. Next we consider the following equations which appear as 
models in chemical engineering [6] and in biochemistry [S]. 
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as -- 
at ads+j,s+e+ +j2(s-so)+j3e=0 
$?de+k, s+e+ +k,(e-e,)+k,s=O 
(4.3) 
where M, /3, sO, eO,j, and k, are positive constants and ji, k,, i = 2, 3, are 
nonnegative constants. For the transmission of a.a.p. or the convergence of 
solutions from the boundary into the domain it is suffkient to assume that 
(j,s, +.A 1’ + (k , e, + k,)’ < 4a’p’ (4.4) 
where s, = esssupx,r 1 s(x, t)l and e, = esssupx,r le(x, t)l. 
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